
CIGR – VOLUNTEER FOSTER HOME AGREEMENT

All Italian Greyhounds accepted into CIGR’s care, and for which you will be asking CIGR’s help
financially or otherwise, must first be first approved by an Area Rep. The number of dogs we can help
is restricted by the money we are able to raise and foster homes available.

Do not bring any dog into your home with which you do not feel comfortable about its health or
temperament issues.

You may spend up to $200 if the dog needs vet care and it has been accepted into CIGR’s care. Try
to do only the essentials that you and the vet feel are immediately necessary for the dog’s health and
its exposure to your dogs and/or family.

If more medical care is needed contact an Area Rep for approval first. This is essential because we
are a new organization and must be careful to use the limited funds we have prudently.

The CIGR Treasurer will reimburse you within 2 weeks. If you need help covering a bill immediately,
call the treasurer. She must have the approval but will work out getting the money to the vet quickly.

While we know all who are willing to help with rescue efforts very caring pet owners; if you do not get
approval before spending money on a dog you are taking the responsibility of that bill.

It is not always possible to do all that we would like for every dog. As hard a decision as this can be it
would not be smart to risk losing California Rescue and all it has done and will do for Igs.

There is an application and screening process for prospective homes before dogs are placed. Dogs
are not to be placed other than through this process unless an Area Rep gives you approval.

All monies are to go through the treasurer. Send fees, like turn in fees and placement fees to the
treasurer. Do not keep fees to apply against expenses. We need to keep detailed records in order to
comply with the requirements for our incorporation and non-profit filing processes.

There are more detailed Guidelines for Foster Homes that should help you to understand the process
and to give you a guide for care and training.

This agreement is to confirm that you understand and can follow CIGR’s policies.

If you would like to become an authorized foster home please sign that you agree to follow these
procedures and policies.

Print Name _________________________________________

Signature  ____________________________________  Date________

Home Checked by:
Date:


